Introduction
On the face of it, the answer to the question posed in the title to this essay can only be a resounding affirmative. Herder is generally recognized as one of the key founders of nationalism. The main reason for this view is Herder's alleged attempt to "make state and nationality co-terminous."2 This early statement by Robert Ergang points to the specificity of modem nationalism, au tively defined by the most influential author on the subject, Ernest Ge "primarily a political principle, which holds that the political and the unit should be congruent." In a sense, for Gellner the state creates the Gellner's thesis that nationalism connects the nation as a mode of being state as a category of practice is shared by those who evaluate modem alism very differently. Whereas ethnonationalists4 like Smith and Co insist on the organic and genealogical character of nations, othe Anderson, Hobsbawm, and Gellner focus on their constructed, instrum and functional character.5 Whereas Gellner ascertains, perhaps even e the necessary relation between nation and state as a marker of mode Elie Kedourie laments it.6
Despite this disaccord over the desirability of the nation-state as well primacy and precedence between the state and the nation, all these au hold that modem nationalists believe the nation needs the state a versa. The argument of this article is that Herder did not share this He could conceive of no necessary link between nation and state al he maintained that good government was essential to every peo nation, whatever its degree of sociopolitical organization.7 In Herder's a good government is one that strengthens and preserves the n character, a task that may require the temporary support of state insti
In the following, we will attempt to disentangle Herder's views relation of good government to the nation and the state. After posit ourselves within the current literature on Herder, we will look at He concept of natural states. We will then compare these natural states t artificial states that humankind created as history evolved. Finally, w describe the ultimate condition of Herder's Humanitait in which stat to exist.
3Ernst Gellner, Nations and Nationalism (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1983), 1. Gellner emphasizes, to avoid any misunderstanding, that "the problem of nationalism in the main arises only in a world in which states are taken for granted and required," Nationalism (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1997) .
4Defined as follows by Liah Greenfield: "Nationalism in which membership in the nation is based on ancestry and believed to be an inherent characteristic." Encyclopedia of Nationalism, vol. 2 (San Diego: Academic Press, 2001 ), 1, 251.
5Walker Connor, Ethnonationalism: The Quest for Understanding (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994). Anthony D. Smith, The Ethnic Revival in the Modern World
The Varied Views of Herder Herder is often described as the founder of nationalism, and of a genealogical and organic view of the nation tending to alism.8 Ergang, for example, affirms that Herder was "indu first, if not the first, of the writers of modem Europe to de sive philosophy of nationalism."9 Ergang's contemporary referring to the epigraph of this article, writes more according to Herder, every nation, understood as a Blutgeme inherent right to form a state and to have it considered n study of German thought reiterates this view, describin the basis of the passage cited here, as "perhaps the first thi who, if he did not demand, at least implied the right of se of nations."11
Herder as a Political Nationalist Most recent scholarship reaffirms the view of Herder as th nationalist in the Gellnerian sense. Paul Gilbert takes the p the outset as a focus for his critical examination of natura for statehood, that is, those demanding that nations as nat mankind should define political borders. Gilbert rejects but he identifies them with Herder's position.12 Chiro "modern Herderian view of nations as unblendable, disti cultural entities each deserving its own independent gov Homann and Albrecht, Herder defended a cultural-lingu nation-state formation as opposed to a territorial-based and May affirm that for Herder political boundaries sho 8Here understood as the idea that every nation defined by ethnic to self-determination. For a nuanced view of Herder as precursor organic view of the nation, see Elias Jos? Palti, "The Nation as a and the 'National Question, '"Hz"sfon/ and Theory 40 (2001) 21When we describe cultural nationalists as "nonpolitical" in this paper, we mean that they are "non-Gellnerian" in the sense that they do not explicitly demand the concedes that Herder's nationalism is cultural rather than p abandoning the political claims he has made on Herder Kohn is among the most influential authorities on nat Herder a cultural nationalist. Kohn argues that Herder s spiritual and moral concept but "did not demand the cr state nor [sic] the unification of nations."23
In any case, Herder never uses the term "nation-state" (N which suggests that his views of the nation were not g state. Isaiah Berlin proposes that Herder be seen as a p who believes "in the value of belonging to a group or a c Herder, at least, is not political, and is indeed to some degr different from, and even opposed to, nationalism. is "not merely relevant to politics but indispensably necessary. cultural and political nationalism are thus inextricably blurre infusion of the political with the cultural and vice versa.36
Like Kohn, Barnard emphasizes the centrality of culture, espec in Herder's view of the nation. Indeed, Barnard attributes to mental transformation in our understanding of the nation, a that another commentator has described as "emancipatory underlines Herder's politically audacious move to equate nation a term that usually meant "vulgar masses" during Herder's tim to Herder, the nation is no longer seen as a "group of citizens common sovereign" but as a "separate natural entity whose cla recognition rested on the possession of a common language. Spencer takes up Barnard's intermediary position that "unified communities form natural divisions among people from which s tical associations emerge as an expression of their culture. Spencer, however, Herder's nation is in no way dependent u state,45 and she elaborates further possibilities for the concrete exp of political self-determination at "an intermediary level between vidual and the state," such as autonomy status or minority righ Whether or not self-determination takes the "form of a moder thus entirely depends upon "historical and cultural circumstan Furthermore, Spencer also takes issue with the position that only can claim self-determination since "Herder's concept of Volk app 40Bernard, 59. In fact, Barnard's reference to Herder's "nation-state" is unw since Herder himself never used the term. See reference to Koepke, note 24 Herder on Nationality, Humanity and History, Barnard qualifies this view by that self-determination may find expression in "variants of political plura opt for 'polyarchy' and decentralized autonomies in place of a single f power" (5,154).
41Barnard, Herder on Nationality, Humanity, and History, 17. 42Barnard, Herder on Nationality, 17. 43Barnard, 65.
44Spencer, "Herder and Nationalism," 7. 45Spencer, "Herder and Nationalism," 2. Spencer understands that modern ethnic movements may find "a theoretical justification" in Herder for the pursuit of sovereign states but adds that they fail to grasp the complexity of his thought. 46Spencer, "Difference and Unity," 303. 47Spencer, "Herder and Nationalism," 7; "Difference and Unity," 299-302.
far wider range of communities," including tribes an minorities.48
In the following, we propose to nuance these two intermediary positions, emphasizing the transitory role of states and the various specific functions they fulfill in Herder's progression of history towards Humanitat.
Herder's Natural State and the Importance of Good Government
In this section we propose to unravel Herder's views on the relations between nation and good governance in what Herder calls the "natural state." We will do so by way of a close reading of one of the key passages of his main work, Ideas on the Philosophy of the History of Humankind (Ideas) and with an analysis of his praise for the Hebraic constitution in the Spirit of Hebrew Poetry. This exercise is all the more justified as Herder admitted that the chapter of the Ideas, in which the passage quoted at the outset of this essay appears, had caused him enormous difficulty.49 In fact, he redrafted the chapter five times.50
Governance is as central to Herder's political thought as is the composition of the population living under this government. A draft variant of the passage cited at the outset confirms this.51 To be sure, Herder would not subscribe fully to Alexander Pope's, "whatever is best administered is best." Nevertheless, however strong the claims of the nation, they can never over ride the injunction of good governance. Not nationhood but governance is also Herder's main concern in the chapter in which the foundational passage quoted in the epigraph to this essay appears. The title reads: "Governments are firmly established orders among men, mostly of a heredi tary tradition."52 The opening premise of this chapter is that "the natural con dition of man is the condition of society," meaning that in the state of nature, human communities already possess natural governing structures and laws.53 48Spencer, "Herder and Nationalism," 7.
49Herder, Ideen, S?mtliche Werke, 13: 1, 275. 50Available are only drafts 1-3 and the final version; the fourth draft is lost. See Herder, "Ideen," 13, 375. 51The draft reads: "The most natural state is therefore a particular (eignes) people with national character, that either administers all its public affairs by mandate (Auftrag) or that has a native-born prince who reigns not through a hereditary contract (Erbvertrag) but, as all Christian rulers say, by the grace of God." Herder thus stresses that the natural state is not that of one Volk, but that of one Volk governed by a mandated leader. 52Herder, Ideen, 13: 375-87. 53Herder, Ideen, S?mtliche Werke, 13: 375. Barnard is thus right to point out that "Following Hume he [Herder] denies both a pre-political state of nature and the The first order of such natural government is founded on fellow fe This involves the "order of the family, without which humankind can survive"; but it is not limited to the family.54 It also includes the "fr and the "lover" and the "care-giver." This first order of government natural foundation on which understanding or needs (Verstand or Bedii build "loftier," though less perfect, structures. These appear as a order, when tribes or clans discover that they have common inter requirements. At that point, they enter into participative or coop relations founded on treaty and on mandate. The tribes choose their freely based on merit for the duration of the tasks that have been assig
The best illustration for such a happy form of premodern social organ as a form of Schicksalsgemeinschaft, uniting several tribes under com rules and customs, is to be found in the Mosaic constitution.56 In the formation of civil society on the basis of a social contract": /. G. Herder on So Political Culture, 45. Consider also the following passage from Herder's Vom E der Regierung auf die Wissenschaften (1780): "The human race has never been w government; it is as natural to it as its origin and as the grouping together members within families. As soon as there is a family there is a form of gover Even peoples without developed sciences have governments, albeit imperfect o Neumann, 1996) , 77. Wolf gang F?rster suggests that, as far as Herder is concerned, such a happy condition between barbarism and civiliza tion was not reserved exclusively to mature patriarchal societies but could also be found in classic republics and the prefeudal European societies of the early Middle Ages: F?rster, "Herders Zivilisationskritik als Bestandteil seiner Auffassung von der Nation," in Regine Otto, ed., Nationen 62Herder hesitated between the two terms, but he eventually preferred theocracy: "If not theocracy so let us name it nomocracy; but for the poetry that emerged from it, according to the truth of those old times and history, theocracy is a much more expressive and beautiful word. " Herder, Vom Geist, 12: 82. 63Herder, Vom Geiste, 12: 82. 64Herder, Vom Geiste, Vom Geiste, Vom Geiste, character of the Hebrews while their national character reaffirme adherence to these laws. This is one version of Herder's most natural with one people having one national character. In Herder's best of all worlds, the composition of population and th of government are, thus, inseparable and mutually shape each other. H who share feelings of affection and compassion for each other live to peacefully without external political bodies as do members of an ex family or a close circle of friends: "In the bosom of love and nurtured breast man is brought up by humans and receives from them a th favours which he did not deserve. In this way, he is truly form society."67 On the other hand, these fellow feelings foster the establis of institutions that safeguard and enhance the sympathy and af among the population. Thus, Herder clearly saw a natural and rec link between nation and government.
Good government is defined by Herder as the pursuit of "na happiness" (Nationalgl1ickseligkeit)68 and "general welfare" (allg Wohlfart),69 as well as concern for the "well-being of people" (Wohlse Menschen).70 It has to be based on written or unwritten laws, ensure security and liberty, and prohibit blind arbitrariness.71 Most imp good government must be synchronous and in constant interactio the national character.
To understand the importance of the national character and its r harmonious integration of the individual and the collective,72 we firs to understand the meaning of national character. Even the most f acquaintance with Herder's writings or the literature on Herder r leads one to the conclusion that national character is closely rela language. As Herder puts it in a famous citation, "Does a people, an more so an uncivilised people, have anything more precious th language of its fathers?"73 To stress the importance of language even he adds: "Language is the bond of souls, the tool of education, the instr of our highest pleasures, indeed of all social relations."74 Notwithstanding Herder's lyrical emphasis on the significanc it should be pointed out that Herder neither equates language character nor national character with language: "Just as entire a single language of their own, they also have certain favo fantasy, certain detours and objects of their thought, in s which expresses itself, outside individual diversities, in the fav of their spirit and their heart."75 As Herder puts it, this is "wh called national character." In short, a language may be a basis o character but the two do not necessarily coincide. One can people which possess a language but no national characterAustria under Joseph II as an example76 -or of a natio founded on factors other than language as illustrated for Hebrews.77 Good government imperatively has to take into account the n acter but is not tied to any specific political constitution. Her opposes Montesquieu's a priori discussion of the ideal types of and their corresponding principles. 
Herder's Artificial State and Its Functions
Of course, had we never left the first and second order of governmen familial and tribal paternalism described earlier may well have suffice human communal life. But since history evolved otherwise and nas modernization (and globalization) was only going to put more pressu already strained nations, Herder was ready to concede that even art states with a wider range of institutions may be temporarily useful to government. structural changes taking place under his eyes,95 he, nevertheles aware of their growing social impact: "The more people act toge societies and the more the mass of their rational faculties, their inve and efficiency multiply, the bigger the denominator and the smal numerator for the individual."96 The relation of identity be nation, state, and government that Herder hailed so enthusiastic the natural state had thus fallen prey to historical evolutio modernization.97
Herder admits the growing need of organization for societies by def the state as "a fraction of the human race, organized into a certai (Gestalt), denominated by a name. Since it is not the name that is ess the form (Gestalt) of the whole (des Ganzen) has to be organized, or, fo the irreversible evolution of nature, has to organize itself ever m However skeptical his attitude, Herder pragmatically admitted that Europe of his own time, one could not dispose with artificial stat their administrations.99 The individual, for the time being, could onl tinue to exist as "a contributing and living member of the state." 100 106Koepke thinks that Herder thus has a Janus-faced conception of states: "Der Staat?die st?rende und unvermeidliche Maschine," 226-27. For other interpretations of Herder's consideration of the state as a tool and not as an end in itself viz. Liepert, "Parallelen," 1248; and Hannemann, "Kulturelle," 184. Herder repeatedly returns to his thesis that natural or God-given works have an innate tendency towards the good, whereas artificial human creations may either incur benefits or damage. For example, he writes: "When she [the Deity] had created the earth ... she created man and said: '[M]ay you be my image, a God on earth! [M]ay you rule and govern. Bring forth whatever noble and excellent things you may be able to create from your nature; I cannot help you with miracles, for I have put your human destiny in your human hand; but all my holy and eternal laws of nature will help you." Herder, Ideen, S?mtliche Werke, 14: 213. The dichotomy between "artificial" states and "natural" nations should, however, not be overdone, since as we have seen, states have to some degree emerged "naturally," and nations are also shaped by human "artificial" culture. On this point, viz. also Barnard, Herder on Nationality, Humanity, and History, 9.
107"The state is the mother of all children; she has to care for the health, strength and innocence of all." Herder, Vom Einfluss, S?mtliche Werke, 9: 401. Good states may thus even contribute to Humanit?t: "The better a state is, the more pronouncedly and happily Humanit?t is cultivated in it, the less human, the less happily and worse," Herder, Briefe zu, S?mtliche Werke, 17: 121. 108Koepke,"Der Staat -die st?rende und unvermeidliche Maschine," 232, 236.
Menschheit (1774) 124Rouch?, La philosophie, 60. Herder, "Ideen," 14, 121. The inscription "Wanderer, tell it to Sparta, that faithful to your laws, slain we are lying his poem der Patriot, Herder emphasizes the importance of patriotism for all "The citizen's (B?rger) happiness blossoms with the state, and states b through patriots.": Briefe zu, S?mtliche Werke, 17: 24. 125Herder, Ideen, S?mtliche Werke, 14: 103. Also in the "Ideen," Moses is pr having regulated by law "all circumstances of life," 14, 60. Laws that accompanied by a sense of morality are of no practical value to Herder. Dre "Herders politische," 287. Viz. also Koepke, "Das Verh?ltnis," 167.
126Significantly, chapter 4 of book 13 in the Ideen is entitled: "Sit Staatenweisheit der Griechen" and starts with a few paragraphs on religion. 127Dann, "Herder und die deutsche Bewegung," 317.
128Herder, Journal meiner Reise im Jahr 1769, S?mtliche Werke, 4: 371. We un "nationalise" here as meaning that Herder was to make Riga's pupils familia Locke, Rousseau, and other authors mentioned in the passage. 129Herder, Abhandlung ?ber den Ursprung der Sprache (1772), S?mtliche Werke, 5:110.
Sparta is Herder's favorite example in this respect: Vom Einfluss, S?mtliche Werke, 9:324.
130J.G. Fichte, Der Geschlossene Handelsstaat (Hamburg: Felix Meiner Verlag, 1979
[1800]).
131This prize-winning essay has to be treated with caution since it was written for the Prussian Academy. Herder might, thus, have been particularly attentive to the issue of censorship. For Herder's more liberal opinion on the issue see Briefe zu, S?mtliche Werke, social control and engineering to states. Herder even su preterition, state screening of travels: "'As the most efficient k and evil is imported through travels; should the governme regards to the young people, remain indifferent? Should it which works are translated and which alien paragons ar especially on the scene?"'132 Herder also compares governm and argues that it might be necessary to prohibit certain sci republics, to forbid certain plays.133 He even justifies the in "guiding hand of government" to prevent uncontrolled rura makes it easier to understand Dobbeck's claim that Herder p of an autocrat than he himself was aware.135
Defensive function. The state and its institutions have an to play in protecting the national character. As Herder tell his Ideas: "No people, whose state is well-arranged, can Herder chastised the Jews for not having built a strong defend themselves and preserve the Mosaic heritage successful in its conquests because of the bad statec Staatskunst) of its neighbors.138 In Ancient Greece, Her the state finally sank: everything noble (alles Edle) sank premodern tribes of America possessed the art of poli (Staatskunst), but it was not sufficiently developed to disappearance as peoples.140
In a passage clearly reminiscent of Rousseau's Conside Gouvernment de Pologne, Herder warned the Germans that to endure the fate of the Polish nation, they ought to strengthe character quickly.141 He was almost equally upset with instead of holding up the fight, they sold their monarchy bidder.142 It was thus a moral duty (sittliche Pflicht), for e vate its self-esteem and obey the rule of self-defense.143
Educational function. In his own times, the French Re excesses had shown Herder that Europe's peoples were 132Herder, Vom Einfluss, S?mtliche Werke, 9: 407. 133Herder, Vom Einfluss, 358-59. 134Herder, Vom Einfluss, 408. 135Dobbeck, "Johann Gottfried Herders," 371. govern themselves. In France, events had shown that the rough hand uneducated people could not handle the complex puzzle (Kno politics.144 And in the German territories, Herder searched in vain f public (Publikum) and fatherland (Vaterland) of the ancients.145 Herder preferred to think with "regret" (Bedauern) about the une masses which could so easily be led astray.146
If nations were to be one day self-governed, education would have to anchor of their identity and teach them "Humanitat" first. This was more true for the young and fragile German nation which needed to tified by a radical program of national education that Dreitzel even de as "Demopidie." 147 The state thus had to play an important role in set schools, academies, and seminaries, as well as organizing them into a ent whole and defining their curricula.148 As general superinten Weimar, Herder would attempt to implement such educational r with unbroken determination. T49
Herder insisted that education should not follow rigid patterns lead imitation and sterility150 but rather stimulate self-expression and enc people to think for themselves.151 That the state alone would not suff the much expected palingenesis of nations to materialize is clear from importance Herder attributes to the "aristo-democrats," those n leaders emerging from the people to bring about "a reform from belo Herder was, of course, to be one of them, and the na (W?rzburg: K?nigshausen & Neumann, 1996), 54-55. Viz Verh?ltnis," 70; and Schulin, "Weltb?rgertum," 108. (Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp, 1996), 328-29. 171Kant, Idee, 325. Kant's fourth principle reads: "The means which nature employs to accomplish the development of all faculties is the antagonism of men in society, since this antagonism becomes, in the end, the cause of a lawful order of this society. I mean by antagonism the unsocial sociability of men." 172Herder, Ideen, S?mtliche Werke, 13: 456 (draft version). 173Herder, Ideen, S?mtliche Werke, 13: 383, 456. for the rest of their lives and hence in need of a tutor or a guardian, is considered a bad father...." 174 Educated nations with strong national ters are able to live on their own, with no need of tutelage of th Reaching this stage of maturity, nations shed the protective shells of p that protected them in their youth.175 Having acquired a strong self-id nations displaying "refined patriotism" (gelauterter Patriotismus),176 a able to pacifically coexist and engage in beneficial cultural dialogu other nations.177 This is, of course, Herder's own peculiar way of reconciling Enlighten cosmopolitism and emerging national consciousness.178 With more an nations achieving such a hapgy condition, we get closer to the fulfilm Humanitat, mankind's telos. 14 At the end of history, we do not find or nation-states but nations. In Herder's metaphorical words, "I was in assembly of the most thriving (bliihendsten) people on earth. All were s peacefully next to each other; ... Not one envied, pursued the other; u the blue arch of the wide sky all were enjoying the golden light of th the strengthening balsam of the quickening air.'180 natural or artificial states but by peoples. With their nationa established and their members educated, nations see govern self-government.182 Whether this is anarchism is a matter of discussion and d understanding of anarchism. Beiser warns us not to ta chism "too literally" since it is an ideal where "the law r himself tells us that "in the end laws have to rule and n However, this does not imply that Herder longed for a states or to the patriarchism of ancient Israel. As he admit history cannot be turned back, and it would be foolish to r ful frivolousness" (ugendlicher Leichtsinn Equally misleading is to state that Herder was a precursor of the mod Gellnerian vision of the nation as a functional top-down creation of th To argue in such a way would be to misjudge Herder's priorities since f the state should never gain precedence over the nation. Whereas nati products of nature and thus possess for Herder a quasi-ontological states are only ephemeral and artificial constructs fulfilling tem tasks. For Herder it is the states that are functional and subordinated nation and not, pace Gellner, vice-versa.
190He is saying that states function harmoniously when they are of one m Almost a century later, J. S. Mill was to make a point that can be understoo same sense when he stated that "free institutions are next to impossible in a made up of different nationalities. Among a people without fellow-feeling, es if they read and speak different languages, the united public opinion neces the working of representative government cannot exist." John Stuar Not only is the state not the end product of history, clearly sets limits against overtly interventionist stat impose too much homogenization on nations. Although a temporary integrative function, they always have to resp characteristics of nations. After all, the final purpose of a n the blossoming and creativity of its constituent parts express themselves in diversity. The best way to approach Herder's thinking about nationalism is, thus, an intermediary approach that combines the cultural and historical aspects of the nation with the political dimensions of government and self determination. Such an approach has been adumbrated by Barnard and Spencer. However, it is just as essential to adopt a historicist analysis that takes into account Herder's philosophy of history with its implied evolution towards Humanitat. Similarly, one might question whether Herder would have been prone to grant autonomy-status to cultural minorities201 when one takes into consider ation Herder's observation that Switzerland was a body "with too many members" (zu vielgliedrig) and that the French-speaking part could be expected to soon join France.202 The relation between culture and politics in Herder is highly complex and dependent on the historical situation and specificity of each people. One cannot assume a unilateral progression from cultural nations, or even tribes and minorities, to rights of political self-determination and creation of nation states. If a nationalist is someone who defends the principle that a nation, by virtue of its nationhood, has an unconditional right to form that the political and the national coincide, Herder does not c this understanding. Herder is credited, probably incorrectly, first German author to use the term "Nationalismus."203 If s term he would use to describe his own thought.
203According to Carlton Hayes, Herder was the first German wri "Nationalismus. 
